AAV9 Vector: a Novel modality in gene therapy for spinal muscular atrophy.
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), the leading genetic cause of infant mortality, is characterized by the deterioration of alpha motor neurons in the brainstem and spinal cord. Currently, there is no cure for SMA, which calls for an urgent need to explore affordable and effective therapies and to maximize patients' independence and quality of life. Adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector, one of the most promising and well-investigated vehicles for delivering transgenes, is a compelling candidate for gene therapy. Some of the hallmarks of AAVs are their nonpathogenicity, inability to incur an immune response, potential to achieve robust transgene expression, and varied tropism for several tissues of the body. Recently, these features were harnessed in a clinical trial conducted by AveXis in SMA patients, where AAV9 was employed as a vehicle for one-time administration of the SMN gene, the causative gene in SMA. The trial demonstrated remarkable improvements in motor milestones and rates of survival in the patients. This review focuses on the advent of SMA gene therapy and summarizes different preclinical studies that were conducted leading up to the AAV9-SMA trial in SMA patients.